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 for disabling mouse and keyboard Can somebody help me? A: This is a known issue with the last version of crysis 3: UPDATE: The above link says something like: "The solution is to copy the files after the update to your game folder, and the update will be applied automatically." BUT, The latest update did not apply successfully. I uninstalled the game and reinstalled it, and the update worked fine.
BUDAPEST (Reuters) - A Hungarian-born Israeli arrested on Monday on charges of allegedly poisoning a former business partner by depositing a cyanide-laced drink at his house would be deported to Hungary under a bilateral agreement with Israel, Budapest said on Tuesday. Slideshow ( 2 images ) In a statement issued in Hungarian, the Hungarian State Office of Immigration said Laszlo Csatary,

66, would be handed over to the Israeli border police after the conclusion of his judicial proceedings in Israel, where he has been held on suspicion of conspiracy to murder. Csatary, who was deported from Israel to Hungary in December after he was arrested at a Budapest airport, was detained in Budapest on Monday after a warrant was issued for his arrest in Israel, Hungarian State Secretary for
Immigration Zsolt Szegedi said. “Mr. Csatary will be deported from Hungary to Israel in due course. The bilateral agreement between the two countries allows for the transfer of Hungarian citizens in the territory of the other country,” Szegedi said in a statement. Csatary’s lawyer, Ilona Kovacs, did not respond to requests for comment. Israeli officials have not confirmed that Csatary, who was detained
in December, was in Israeli custody. Israeli media said he had been arrested in Budapest. According to Hungarian police, Csatary used cyanide to kill his former business partner, the Israeli-Hungarian businessman Ari Fuld, in 2009. A Hungarian court has ruled that Fuld’s wife, Eva, could not be charged in connection with the case because she was not responsible for public administration in Hungary,

according to Hungarian media. Fuld’s widow has been staying in Israel. Hungary’s state-run media has reported that Csatary has confessed 82157476af
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